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MONOTONE (CO)INDUCTIVE TYPES
AND POSITIVE FIXED-POINT TYPES *

RALPH MATTHES1

Abstract. We study five extensions of the polymorphically typed
iambda-calculus (system F) by type constructs intended to model fixed-
points of monotone operators. Building on work by Geuvers concern-
ing the relation between term rewrite Systems for least pre-fixed-points
and greatest post-fixed-points of positive type schemes (ie., non-nested
positive inductive and coinductive types) and so-called retract types,
we show that there are reduction-preserving embeddings even between
Systems of monotone (co)inductive types and non-interleaving positive
fixed-point types (which are essentially those retract types). The ré-
duction relation considered is f3- and 77-reduction for system F plus
either (full) primitive recursion on the inductive types or (full) primi-
tive corecursion on the coinductive types or an extremely simple rule
for the fixed-point types. Monotonicity is not confined to the syntactic
restriction on type formation of having only positive occurrences of the
type variable a in p for the inductive type \iap or the coinductive type
vap. Instead of that only a "monotonicity witness" which is a term
of type Vo:V/3.(a —• f3) —> p —> p[a := 0] is required. This term may al-
ready use (co)recursion such that our monotone (co)inductive types
may even be "interleaved" and not only nested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to establish relations between extensions of system F (the polymor-
phic À-calculus due to Girard [4] and Reynolds [10]) with

• inductive types,
• coinductive types and
• flxed-point types.

Why do we need to extend system F by these type constructs? The main probiem is
that not (full) primitive recursion but only itération on inductive types is modelled
by the impredicative encoding of inductive types in system F [5,8]. Dually, only
coiteration on coinductive types but not (full) primitive corecursion is achieved by
the impredicative encoding of coinductive types.

In this paper, a "relation" shall mean a type-respecting réduction-preserving
embedding.

Définition 1.1. A type-respecting reduction-preserving embedding (embedding
for short) of a typed term rewrite system S into a typed term rewrite system Sf

is a function — ' (the — sign represent s the indefmite argument of the function ')
which assigns to every type p of S a type p1 of S1 and to every term r of type p of
S a term rf of the (image) type p1 of 5' such that the following implication holds:
if r —» s in <S, then r' —>+ s' in S'. (—»+ dénotes the transitive closure of —>.)

In short, an embedding — ' is a pair of fonctions bot h denoted by —' which are
compatible, and such that through — ' one rewrite step in the source system is sim-
ulated by at least one step in the target system. Obviously we have that a system
which embeds into a strongly normalizing system is itself strongly normalizing,
ie., has no infinité réduction séquences. Setting up embeddings into strongly nor-
malizing Systems is thus an efficient way of proving strong normalization for the
proposed extensions of system F which are

• the system IMPI of non-interleaving positive inductive types,
• the system NPC of non-interleaving positive coinductive types,
• the system Ml of monotone inductive types,
• the system MC of monotone coinductive types and
• the system NPF of non-interleaving positive fixed-point types.

In f act, we prove that all of them embed into each other which shows that w. r. t.
our not ion of embedding, the above-mentioned defect of system F is overcome by
adding a subset of all possible positive fixed-point types and even arrive at full
primitive recursion and corecursion for any monotone (co)inductive type. More-
over, strong normalization for all the Systems follows from strong normalization
of any of them. In [8] a direct proof of strong normalization is given for NPF,
and in [7] a direct proof for Ml. It is an exercise to extend Takahashi's confluence
proof [11] to these Systems (see [7] for /^-réduction in NPI; confluence is easy to
establish because of the absence of nontrivial critical pairs in all our Systems; how-
ever, confluence is not inherited ma embeddings). Hence, the equality theory of
all our extensions is decidable.
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2. THE BASE SYSTEM AND ITS EXTENSIONS

We introducé a version of system F and several extensions. They are typed
À-calculi where every term has its type and the présentation of the term rules
strictly follows the idea of natural déduction pro of Systems.

2.1. SYSTEM F

The version of system F we will use is in essence the same as in [5].
Types: We have infinitely many type variables (denoted by a, ƒ?, . . . ) and wit h

types p and o we also have the product type p x a and the function type p —» a.
Moreover, given a variable a and a type p we form the universal type Vap. The
quantifier V binds a in p. The renaming convention for bound variables is adopted,
ie., we syntactically identify types whieh only differ in the names of their bound
type variables. The result p[a := er] of the substitution of a for a in p is then
easily defined. Let FV(/o) be the set of type variables occurring free in p.

The terms of F are presented without contexts and with fixed types (see [2]
p. 159 for comments on this original typing à la Ghurch). We have infinitely many
term variables with types (denoted e.g. by xp), pairing {r?, sŒ)pXa, projections
(rpx°l_y and (r^XCTR)<J, À-abstraction (\xpra)p^a for terms, term application
(rp^asp)c r , À-abstraction (Aarp)Vöt^ for types (under the usual proviso that a
does not occur free in the type of any variable free in r) and type application
(rVapa)p[a~crl. We also write r : p for "the term r has type p"... We freely use the
(analogous) renaming convention for bound term and type variables of terms, e.g.
for defining the substitution of types for type variables in terms-written r\a := a\-
and the substitution of terms for term variables of the same type in terrns-written
r[xp :— 5]-appropriately.

It turns out that a term variable in fact has to be defined as a pair consisting
of a variable name and a type. Hence, a slight ambiguity arises with the standard
practice of omitting type superscripts because the x in xp is only an untyped
variable name. Nevertheless we follow the standard practice. The interested reader
may consult the discussion in [7], Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.6. (In 2.1.2 the intricate
problem of dealing with terms having free variables of different types with the
same variable name is studied in great detail.) Let FTV(r) be the set of free type
variables in r and FV(r) be the set of term variables occurring free in r.

Définition 2.1. Bèta plus et a réduction •-• for system F is as usual given by

{/?*) (r ,s)LHr
(r, s) R ^ s

(r/x) H,rR) ^ r
(/3_) {Xxpr)s ^ r[xp := s)
(77^) Xxp.rx s—> r if x is not free in r
{/3y) (Aor)cr i-> r[a := a)
(r/v) Aa.ra \-^ r if a is not free in r.
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The réduction relation —> is defined as the term closure of H-*-. Obviously, r[x :=
s] —> r[x := sf] if s i—> s' and r has exactly one free occurrence of x. We dénote
the reflexive transitive closure of —> by —»*. It is well-known that F Tias subject
réduction, i.e., if r : p and r ^> rf, then r' : p. This will also be the case for all of the
Systems to be defined in the sequel. Strong normalization of F is a famous result
by Girard [4] (eta réduction requires but a modification of the proof for beta
only or, alternatively, the result follows from strong beta normalization by eta
postponement). As mentioned in the introduction, confluence is easily established
by Takahashi's method [11]. The type former —> is assumed to associate to the
right and application to the left which fits well: p ^ c r ^ r : = p - ^ ( c r — » r) and
rp^a~¥T spta := (rs)t.

2.2. NON-INTERLEAVING POSITIVE INDUCTIVE TYPES

The system which will be called I\IPI moreover has inductive types fiap for a
only occurring positively (not necessarily strictly positively-ie., we define néga-
tive occurrences in parallel with positive occurrences) in p and not free in some
subexpression fia'p' of fiap.

We now give a précise définition of the type system.

Définition 2.2. Inductively define the set NPTy of non-interleaved positive types
and simultaneously for every p G NPTy the set NPos(p) of type variables which only
occur free at positive positions in p and are not in the scope of an application of
the /x-rule and the set NNeg(p) of type variables which only occur free at négative
positions in p and are not in the scope of an application of the ^u-rule as follows:

(V) a G NPTy and NPos(a) :— all type variables, and NNeg(a) :— all type
variables except a.

(x) If p G NPTy and a G NPTy, then px a G NPTy.
NPos(p x a) := NPos(» D NPos(a).
NNeg(p x a) := NNeg(p) n NNeg(a).

(-•) If p G NPTy and a G NPTy, then p -> a G NPTy.
NPos(p -> a) := NNeg(p) n NPos(a).
NNeg(p -> a) := NPos(p) n NNeg(a).

(V) If p G NPTy, then Vap G NPTy.
NPos(Vap) := NPos(p) U {a} and NNeg(Vap) := NNeg(p) U {a}.

(/i) If p G NPTy and a G NPos(p), then [iap G NPTy.
:= NNeg(/iap) :~ all type variables except those in FV(/xap).

It is not hard to show that a G NPos(p) n NNeg(p) whenever a £ FV(p) and that
type substitution (with terms from NPTy) does not lead out of the set NPTy.

Intuitively, [xotp is the least fixed-point of the mapping a •—• p[a := a].

Examples 2.3. Assume the canonical impredicative encodings 1 := \/a.a —» a
and p + a := V/3.(p -* /3) -> (er -> /3) -> /? (for (3 £ FV(p) U FV(cr); p and a
are at non-strict positive positions in p + a which amounts to saying that a',
a G NPos(a/ + a); clearly, j3 £ NPos((p -> (5) -+ (a -> f3) -> (3)). Then the natural
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numbers are modelled by
nat := fia.l -f a

and the p-branching well-founded trees have the type (with f3 £ FV(p))

tree(p) := /i/?.l -f (p ~* (3).

Hence, tree (nat) is the nested inductive type of "ordinals". We rule out interleaving
of \i\ writing list(p) := /i/?.l + p x f3 we do not have the type fia.list(a) in our type
System (although the dependency is only strictly positive): list(a) G NPTy (every
type variable is in NPos(l + a x /?)), but a ^ NPos(list(a)) = all type variables
except a.

For the same reason we do not have the type fxa.l + (tree(a:) —» a) which is
non-strictly positive and interleaving.

Obviously, also fza.a —> a does not fit into the type system (NPos(a —> a)
= all type variables except a).

How do we introducé (full) primitive recursion? Given a type ixap G NPTy
and a term 5 of type p[a := fj,ap x a] —> a, we follow [3] (taking its motivation
from initial algebras of functors in category theory) and postulate the existence
of a term RecMapS such that the diagram in Figure 1 commutes. (Explanation:
C^ap "folds" p[a := fj,ap] into fiap and establishes one direction of the intuitive
isomorphism p[a := fxap] = fiap, ld dénotes the identity XxfJlOLpx on ^ap, (-,-) is
pairing defined pointwise and p[-] shall mean the canonical lifting of Xap to terms
discussed below. Composition is taken from simply-typed lambda-calculus.)

p[a := jiap]

p[a := fj,ap x a] >• o

FIGURE 1. (full) primitive recursion.

In this preliminary version we would assume a constant C^ap having the type
p\a := flap] —* fiap and a term former RecMa/C) such that for terms 5 of type
p[a := fiap x er] —> er, Rec^apS is a term of type \xap —» a, and introducé the
equality axiom

(Rec^aps) o C^ap = s o p[(Id, Recpaps)].
(We do not require Rec^apS to be unique with this property since we study
intensional equality.)

However, since our goal is the study of rewrite Systems we have to direct this
équation. Moreover, some care has to be taken in order to get embeddings instead
of only equation-preserving translations. We therefore strictly adhère to a natural
déduction formulation. This directly leads to the following term formation rules
for NPI:
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(//-I) If t is a term of type p[a := ̂ apj, then C^ap£ is a term of type jiap.
(/i-E) If r is a term of type jiap and 5 is a term of type p[a :— /xa/> x er] —> er,

then rE^s is a term of type <x.
Hence, C^ap is not a constant but a term former (a unary function symbol) and
the infix notation rE^s is used in place of Rec^psr.

The lifting p[-} of Aap to terms deserves some attention:

Définition 2.4. Instead of defining a term p[r] of type p[a := a] —•> p[a := r] for
r : er —+ r we define a closed term lift tap of type VaV/?.(a —> /?) —>• p—> p[a := /?]•
(for /? ̂  {a} U FV(p)) whenever /zap is in NPTy, ie., p € NPTy and a G NPos(p).
Because positivity and negativity are defined simultaneously, we have to define
in parallel auxiliary terms liftÂap - VaV/?.(a —> (3) —> />[a := /?] -^ p for p G NPTy
and a G NNeg(p). The définition is straight for ward by structural induction on p
thanks to the absence of interleaving. Throughout we assume that the variable ƒ
has type a —» ƒ? (corresponding to the functional to be lifted).

(triv) If a ^ FV(p), then liftAap : = liftÂap :~ AaA(3\f\xpx. All the other cases
are under the proviso "otherwise" (this is why there is no clause pertaining
to fi).

(V) liftjaa *•= AaAftXff. (Because a ^ NNeg(a), there is no clause for \\ft\aa.)
(x) \\hta,piXp2 : { )

H) )
\\hxa.Pl^P2:=AaApXfXx^^=e^

(V) liftJaV7r := AaA(3XfXx^Aj.Uftî^aPf (xj).
NftÂav7r := AaA/?A/Axv^T[a^^A7.l[ftÂara/3/(x7).
(We may assume that 7 ^ /?.)

A définition which yields normal terms is shown in [7] pp. 73-75. Because we do
not allow for interleaving one only has to omit the case (fi). The reader also finds
a définition in [6] p. 311. Again one has to omit the /z-clause. Another place is [3]
p. 206 which essentially contains the définitions. Note that with interleaving the
définition would be much more involved as shown in [7] p. 78.

We are now in the position to extend 1—> by beta réduction for inductive types:

(x,

The reason for writing (Ax^ap.£E^s)x instead of xE^s is only technical as will be
clear from the following

Example 2.5. Gödel's System T in the variant with the initial term and the step
term as indices of the recursor may be embedded into IMPI: some calculation will
show that
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Define

0 := CnBt(ASXxl^5Xynat^6.x(AjXz^z)) : nat
S := Xz^.C^AOXx1^0Xyn^0.yz) : nat -> nat.

Given terms a : a and b : nat —> a —» a we define i2ajf, := Axnat.xEMs : nat —> a with
s := Ax1+natX(J.xa(A2/

1.a)(Aynatxa.6(yL)(yR)), where x,y £ FV(a) U FV(6). We get
the following réduction behaviour: Ra,b0 —>+ a and Ra^(St) —>+ bt(Ra^t), where
the term Raj is indeed a subterm of the reduct. Therefore, primitive recursion
on naturals in all finite types is present in our System. Note that the embedding
would be easier to read if there were sum types in our system. They are coded
due to problems with Lemma 3.6 we want to avoid.

An elaborate comment concerning the relation to itération is in order. Assuming
a term s of type p[a := a] —> a we could introducé a term It^aps such that the
diagram in Figure 2 commutes.

p[a :=

p[a := a\ ^ a

FIGURE 2. Itération.

More precisely, keep (/x-I) but replace the term formation rule (/x-E) by

( î-E)z If r is a term of type fiap and 5 is a term of type p[a := a] —» a, then
rE^s is a term of type a.

The beta rule becomes

However, it is well-known that this réduction may be simulated within system F:
if p is mapped to p', then fiap will be mapped to (^uap)' := \fa.{pf —> a) —> a.
If <r, r and 5 are already mapped to a', r' and s', respectively, then rE^5 is
mapped to r'fa''s'\ (In a sensé, this easy encoding is built into (jjLap)1.) Finally, if
t : p[a :— fxap) is already mapped to tf : pf[a := (juap)'], then C^pt is mapped to

The translation of nat would be nat' := Va.((l + a) —• a) —> a. Intuitively, the
type ((1 + a) —» a) —> a is isomorphic to a —» (a —> a) —> a. In order to get rid
of the coded sum type, we only show how the type natp := Va.a —> (a —> a) —* a
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models itération on naturals (we closely follow [5] Sect. 11.5.1). Set

OF := AaXyaXza~>OL.y : natF

SF := Xxna^AaXyocXzCi^a.z(xayz) : natF -> natF.

If a : a and b : a —> a, then Ofaab —>+ a and (Sft)aab —^+ b(taab). Hence, raab
describes the function defined by itération with initial value a and step function b
at the argument r. Modulo the sum types this is also the behaviour of {P^Y for
nat. (Clearly, the pair of a and b corresponds to 5^1+cr^a.)

Why do we get itération via the above encoding? Set n := SF(-.. (SF OF) •. • )
n

for n G N. Clearly, n —>* AaXyaXza^a. z(... (zy)...). Hence, the underlying
n

untyped lambda term of the numéral n is simply the n-th Church numéral and by
itself the iterator.

The term Ra,b from the previous example was more powerful in that b had the
type nat —> er —• a which allowed to access also the argument in the recursion.
We may try to produce an analogous term Rf

a b within system F. The idea is to
define the identity on natF and the sought functional simultaneously by itération:
R!ah := XxnatF.xaafb'R with o! := (0F,a) and b[ := AznatFXcr. ($F(zL),b(zL)(zR)).

By induction on n we may show that naafb!\- —^ n and R!a hn =p Ra.bTk- Neither
do we see the correct réduction behaviour (only the correct equality), nor do we get
the desired equality for arbitrary terms of the form SF£. One might be interested
in numerals only. However, already the type tree(nat) cannot be understood by
confming the study to canonical inhabitants. Moreover-as pointed out in [5]-the
iteratively defined predecessor function would be linear in the input number!

It is generally believed that there will not be any other computable encoding
of nat in system F such that primitive recursion is simulated by F's rewrite rules.

2.3. NON-INTERLEAVING POSITIVE COINDUCTIVE TYPES

For the system NPC we simply have to dualize the defming diagram of NPI.
This time we use the binder v to form coinductive types of the form i/ap if a
occurs only positively in p and not free in any subexpression of vap of the form
vafpf'. The type system hence is the same as for NPI but with a different name for
the binder. The intuition behind vap, however, is the greatest fixed-point of the
mapping a i—> p[a := a\.

Full primitive corecursion is again introduced as in [3] (now taking the
motivation from final coalgebras of functors): assume a (légal) type vap and a
term 5 of type a —• p[a := votp + a] (we encode sum types impredicatively as
in NPI). Then as a first approximation to the syntax of NPC we postulate the
existence of a term CoRec^pS making the diagram in Figure 3 commute. (E„ap

"unfolds" vap into p[a :— vap} and establishes part of the intuitive isomorphism
p[a := vap] = vap. Id, composition and p[-] are as before. [*,•] dénotes case
distinction coded impredicatively.)
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p[a := j/ap\ -*

p[[ld,CoRecUCcps]) CoRecuaps

p[a := voip + a] ̂  a

FIGURE 3. (full) Primitive corecursion.

We would have a constant EUOLf> of type vap —» p[a := vap], a term former
CoReĉ o-p such that for terms 5 of type a —» p[a := vap + er], CoRec^apS is a term
of type G —> vap, and the equality axiom

Euotp o (CoRec„aps) = p[[Id, CoRec„Qps]] o 5.

Again, we prefer another syntax for NPC and extend the définition of the term
System of F by:

(u-E) If r is a term of type vapy then rEv is a term of type p[a := vap}.
(v-I) If 5 is a term of type a —> p[a := vap + a] and £ is a term of type <r, then

flvapSt is a term of type vap.

Hence, we adopt a postfix notation rE^ instead of the application of a constant
E^ap to r and introducé Cl„ap as binary function symbol with resuit type vap
instead of the unary CoRec^p of function type. (v-E) is an élimination rule for
vap because a term of this type is fed in and (̂ -1) is an introduction rule for vap
because a term of this type is generated.

The terms Wfttap a nd liftÂap are defined as before. (They are the same modulo
the new name v for the binder because of the absence of interleaving which allows
to define the terms without référence to the new term rules.)

The relation H-* of F is extended by bèta conversion (f3u) for coinductive types
as follows:

{nvapst)Ev H+ \\hiap(vap +

Note that the impredicative encoding of vap + a enters the définition when the
variable z of sum type gets a type and two terms as arguments.

Example 2.6. A typical example would be the type stream := va.p x a (with
a ^ FV(p) for some fixed type p) modeling streams of éléments of p. Why streams?
Because we can associate with any term r of type stream an infinité séquence
(r„)n€N of terms of type p. Simply set rn := rE^R,, .E^RE^L We first study

n
coiteration. For this we keep (v-E) and change (z'-I) to

(v-ï)z If 5 is a term of type a —> p[a :— a] and t is a term of type <r, then
&>1apst is a term of type vap.
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The beta rule becomes

(PvY ( K a p s t ) E „ ^ W h t ^ ^

»* AaAy0A/a~+/3Ax/?xa. (xL, f{xR)). Therefore, our coiteration
rule {PuY gives us

We now exploit the type isomorphism between a —> p x a and (<r —» p) x (<T —> a)
and change the syntax to

(s-I) If si is a terni of type a —>• p, 52 is a term of type a —> <J and £ is a term
of type <j, then ••îls1s2* is a term of type stream.

(/3s) (ÎÎSi52t)EI/ ^ <Sit,nSi52(S2*)> •
This will give in essence the same behaviour of stream. Now, if r := Qsis2£, then

Interprétation: the type a represents the internai state space, s\ is the output
function and 52 the transition function while t is the initial state.

In [3] we find a gênerai translation of coiteration (for "positive type schemes" )
into System F: if p is already translated into p', then votp is translated into

Y ;= V/3.(Va.(a -> p') -^ a -^ (3) -^ (3.

For our example with (/3S) we may modify this to

stream' .:= V/?.(Va.(a -> p') -> (a -> a) -> a -* ̂  -> /?,

^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ P . z a ' s ^ t ' and

Clearly, the primed types and terms are assumed to be already translated. Note
that the last clause refers to the last but one. All the other type rules and terni
rules shall be given homomorphically.

It is easy to see that (Qsis2tEuy —•+ (sit,ftsiS2(s2t)Y. This shows the
embedding of coiteration into F for this example.

An example for the use of coiteration would be with a := stream x stream,
Si := Arr̂ .arLEyL : a —> p and s2 :— Xxa. (xRjXLE^R) : a —> a. Set r :=
Çls\s2 {a, b) for a,b : stream. Then r2n —>* an and r2^+i ^ * bn.
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For corecursion we similarly change the syntax to
(s-I)r If si is a term of type a —» /?, s<z is a term of type G —• stream -f a and t

is a term of type er, then fTsis2i is a term of type stream.

Hence, if s2 = Xya h(3XzfreBrn^^ Xz^^3 •Z2(s2y) for some S2 : er —• a, i.e., for s2

being the composition of the encoded right injection with s2, we get the réduction
behaviour of itération.

However, we may not only calculate a new state via s2 but also initiate an
arbitrary stream (in case s2 applied to the actual state happens to be in the
stream part of stream + a): "the machine exécutes a new program". In [3] we find
a very simple example with corecursion for inhabited types p, ie., if there is a
closed term a : p. Set a := stream, let t : a. Set

r := Xxanr(Xya

The second argument to £lr is the composition of the left injection int o our sum
type with Aystream.yE^R. Then (rt)0 ^ * a and for all n we have (r t)n + 1 ->* tn+1.
Hence, rt out puts the same stream as i but for the flrst element which is set to a.

If in gênerai corecursion could be embedded into coiteration, then also into
system F and by the results of this paper (and also already by f3]) recursion would
also embed into system F and this is extremely unlikely.

2.4. MONOTONE (CO)INDUCTIVE TYPES

We now abstract away from the canonically defined terms lift Aap whose types
Va\/fl.(a —>/?)—>/?—* p[ot :— 0\ simply express the monotonicity of Aap internally.
Their existence previously has been guaranteed by the syntactic condition of pos-
itivity and absence of interleaving (the second of which is for reasons of simplic-
ity). We drop these conditions on formation of ptap and uap and instead require a
monotonicity witness in the term formation rules (^-E) and (u-I) where a mono-
tonicity witness is simply an already generated term in the system having type
VaV/?.(a —* P) —» p —> p[a := /?]. This term is then used for the formulation of the
bèta réduction rules (/?M) and {Pu),

In this manner we arrive at the Systems Ml and MC of monotone inductive types
and of monotone coinductive types. More precisely, the types of Ml are defined by
adding the quantifier ji (without restriction-ie., any fj,ap is a type if p is a type
and a is a type variable) to the type system of F. The term formation rules of F
are supplemented by

(/x-I) as for system NPL
(/x-E) If r : fiap, m : VaV/3.(a —> /3) —> p —» p[a := 0\ and 5 is a term of type

p[a := fiap x a) —> a, then rE^ms is a term of type a.
The new bèta réduction clause:
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The witnessing term m need not be closed. If m is open, this becomes conditional
monotonicity or even hypothetical monotonicity (in case m is a variable). More
interesting are non-positive Xap with closed witnesses as in the following

Example 2.7. As an example for a monotone inductive type we give

ixa.l + {{{{oc —* p) —> oc) —• a) —> a )

for a ^ FV(p) (an invention by Berger). It is quite easy to find a monotonicity
witness for Xa.l + {{{a —» p) —> a) —> a) —> a although we do not have a positive
dependency due to the last but one occurrence of a (we omit type information):

The types of MC are the same as those of Ml but with the binder \i replaced
by v. The corresponding term rules are as follows:

(i>-E) as for System NPC.
(i/-I) If m : Vo:V/?.(a —» (3) —> p —• p[a :=/?], s : a —̂  p[a := votp + a] and t is a

term of type a, then Çl^^pTust is a term of type
Accordingly, the rule {j3u ) of corecursion is

m{votp + cr)(i/ap)rAziyap+C7.z(i/ap)Id(AxCTr2I,Qpmsx)) (st).

2.5. NON-INTERLEAVING POSITIVE FIXED-POINT TYPES

The idea (according to [3], p. 214, due to Paulin-Mohring) is to take the simple
term formation rules (/x-I) and (^-E), merge fiap and votp to fap, and leave out
minimality and maximality altogether. The System NPF has the same type System
as NPI but with binder ƒ (for fixed-point) instead of /x, z.e., /ap is only allowed if
a occurs only positively in p and there is no interleaving. The term rules of NPF
extend F by:

U-l) {Cfapt
p[a-=îap]) : Sap

(/-E) (r*"E/) : p[a := fap).
The beta rule expresses one half of the intuition that fap dénotes a fixed-point of
a i—* p[a := a):

As we only study this additional rule the name retract types as used in [3] would
be more appropriate. However, the canonical eta rule would be

{Vf) C/ap(rE/)H-+r,

reflecting the other half of the above intuition. (In [8] it is shown that the System
with {rjf ) is strongly normalizing.)
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3. THE EMBEDDINGS

We have defined 5 extensions of system F (with eta rules) by type constructs,
corresponding term rules and bèta réduction rules designed for the study of inten-
sional properties of fixed-points of monotone operators. We list them with a one
line description.

NPF Fixed-point types fap with a only positively in p and no interleaved ƒ.
NPI Inductive types \ictp with a only positively in p and no interleaved fi.
Ml Inductive types with arbitrary monotonicity witnesses and interleaving.
NPC Coinductive types vap with a only positively in p and no interleaved v.
MC Coinductive types with arbitrary monotonicity witnesses and interleaving.

(N = no interleaving, P = positivity, M = monotonicity witness, F = fixed-point,
I = inductive, C = coinductive.)

Theorem 3.1. The Systems NPF, A/P/, Ml, NPC, MC in the preceding section
embed into each other.

(See the définition of embedding in the introduction.)
The main corollary is strong normalization for all of them since NPF (and Ml)

has been shown to be strongly normalizing before (again refer to the introduction).
Confluence for all of them holds but is no conséquence of the embeddings (cf. the
introduction).

The proof will be organized as follows:

• NPF embeds into NPC because the canonical corecursive définition of the
constructor is well-behaved. In order to check that, we have to prove some
restricted version of functoriality of the terms lift Jap which in turn shows
the necessity of eta rules and explains why we restrict to non-interleaving
fixed-point types and do not include sum types explicitly in our Systems.

• NPF embeds into NPI because we have a predecessor function (z.e., a
destructor) in NPI and also some functoriality of liftJap-

• NPC embeds into MC, and NPI embeds into Ml, because we may simply
take the canonical monotonicity witnesses lift tap as the monotonicity witness
required in the term formation rules (/x-E) and (^-1). We again profit from
the absence of interleaving.

• MC and Ml embed into NPF: we first embed the Systems into the extension
NPFex of NPF by the second-order existential quantifier. E.g., we translate
the types of MC via:

(i/apy := f/33j.(Va.({3 -f 7 -> a) -* 7 -> p') x 7,

where p' is the translation of p. The additional quantifier for a does the
positivization and removes the interleaving of type variables.

The embedding of NPFex into NPF is done by the standard encoding of
the second-order existential quantifier in system F.
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3.1. EMBEDDING NPF INTO NPC

In order to embed the system with fixed-point types into that of coinductive
types, we have to encode the constructor via corecursion, ie., we have to define a
closed term C : p[a := vap] —» vap such that for every term t of type p[a :— vap],
we have that Ct~Ev —>+ t. Writing

r := \\ftiap(vap)(uap + p[a := uap])(Xxva/i' haXyvotp^OLXzp[oi'-=VOip]^OL.yx)

which is nothing but the lifted left injection into the impredicatively encoded sum,
the solution is C :— Xxp^Œ:z=l/CLp^ .Vtuocprx\ We calculate (setting o := p[a :=

- > ^ ->pv \\ftiap(vap + <r){vap)

We observe that

(\zmp+°.z(vap)là(\xa.Slvaprx)} o (Xx^KaXy^^Xz0^.yx}, = Id^p,

where we write = for the transitive, reflexive and symmetrie closure of —> which is
the equality relation induced by —>. The équation does not corne as a surprise since
the left side is the composition of the left injection with a case construct which in
the left case reproduces its argument. Clearly, we now want lift Jap to fulfill the
functor laws, z.e., it should "map the identity to the identity and commute with
composition". For our purposes we do not need full functoriality but we have to
consider réduction instead of the induced equality relation.

Lemma 3.2 (Restricted functoriality for sums).

l i f t t e + T)a(Xza+T.zaIdar)(\\htaPv(<T + r)(Xx°AaXya-aXzT-a.yx)t) ^ * t

for any types a and r and terras r : r —> a and t : p[a := a\.

Proof. By an easy induction on p. Simultaneously one has to prove a similar
statement on liftÂap for a only négative in p, namely

* t.

D

It is crucial that we included eta rules in our system. Moreover, if we had sum
types directly in our system, we would have to include permutative conversions
for them in order to cover the case that p is a sum type. Although permuta-
tive conversions do no harm to strong normalization, the proof of this fact has
some subtleties in it (see [9] for the case of simply-typed lambda-calculus). If we
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allowed interleaving, it would be even worse: we would be in need of permutative
conversions for coinductive types which seem to be completely unknown.

As an instance of the lemma we get that C serves as a constructor.

Définition 3.3 (Embedding NPF into NPC). Let pf be p after replacing every
binder ƒ by v. Obviously, (p[a := a])f = pf[a := <r'] and FV(p') = FV(p). For
every term rp of System NPF define the term r' of System NPC by recursion on
r and simultaneously prove (the proofs are omitted due to their simplicity) that
r' : ff and FTV(r') = FTV(r) and FV(r') = {x°'\x" G FV(r)} as follows:
(V) (xi*)':= xf>'.

(x-I)<r,5) ' :=<^'>-
(x-E) (rl_)':=r'L (rR/ := /R.
(^-1) {Xxpr)f := XxpfT\ where we may assume due to the renaming convention
that for every x° G FV(r) we have a ~ p.
H-E) (rsY := rfsf.
(V-I) (Aar)' := Aar'. (Well-defmedness follows from the claim on FV(r).)
(V-E) {ra)1 : = r V .
(f-ï) (Cfapty := n„ap,r1f with

r : -

(Recall that p'[a := i/ap'] = (p[a :=
(/-E) ( r ^ E / ) ' := r'E,,.

Lemma 3.4. (r[xp := 5])' = r'[xp' := s'] and (r[a := a])' = r'[a := a'].

Proof. By induction on r. D

Lemma 3.5. Ifr^f in NPF, then r' ->+ r' m NPC

Proof. First show it for r i-> f, then infer it generally by help of the previous
lemma. The rules /?__» and /3y are clear because of the previous lemma, the rules
for product types are clear, the eta rules go through because of the properties of
free type and term variables of r' proved with the définition of r'. Finally, (3f is
dealt with in our introductory discussion of the constructor. D

3.2. EMBEDDING NPF INTO NPI

The embedding of NPF into NPI is dual to the preceding embedding of NPF
into NPC: For an embedding of the system with fixed-point types into that with
inductive types, we have to define a (generalized) predecessor function (more pre-
cisely: a destructor) in NPI, ie., a closed term P of type jiap —> p[a := ptap] such
that P(CAtajOt) —>+ t for every term t of type p[a := jiap}. As a solution we set

P := Xx^.xE^Wftt^ifiap x p[a :=

Again we need some restricted form of functoriality of Y\htap:
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Lemma 3.6 (Restricted functoriality for products).

- x r)a(\zaXT.zL)(\\hiapa(a x r)(\xa. (x,r))t)

ïap{a x r)a(AzCTXr.

y o r r . r an6£ ^ . p j a ._ a j ^anc^ a positive in p for the statement on liftAap and a

négative in p for that on liftÂap>).

Proof. Again by induction on p, and an easy calculation shows that P is indeed a
predecessor function. D

The formai embedding and its justification may be given in the same fashion
as in the preceding section.

3.3. EMBEDDING NPC INTO MC AND NPI INTO MI

Clearly, one expects the embedding of positive (co)inductive types into
monotone (co)inductive types to be an easy task. In our setting it is indeed very
easy because there is no interleaving in NPC and NPI and hence the terms Whtap
are built without the help of (i'-E), (^-1), (M-I) and (/i-E). Otherwise one would
have to find an appropriate induction measure to define the embeddings (see [7]
for the inductive case) but her e recursion on the term structure suffices. We only
consider the embedding of NPC into MC.

Définition 3.7 (Embedding of NPC into MC). The embedding of the types will
be the trivial one, ie., p' := p for every type p in NPC.

For every term rp of System NPC define the term r' of MC by recursion on
r and simultaneously prove (not shown) that r' : p and FTV(r/) = FTV(r) and
FV(r') = FV(r) as follows:

(F) the homomorphic term rules for F as in Section 3.1. (Because of p' = p
the rule (—>-l) may be simplified to (Xxpr)f := Xxprf without the additional
assumption.)

(iz-E) {TE»)' := r'E„.
(i/-I) (Slapst)' := Slvap\\ftiaps't'.

Note again that lift tap already is a term of MC because there is no interleaving.
Therefore, (lift^p)' = lift£*p-

Lemma 3.8. (r[xp := s])' = rf[xp := 5'] and (r[a := a])' = rf[a := er],

Proof. By induction on r. In the crucial case (v-T) we use that lift Jap is closed and
that \\ft\ap[P ~ &\ — lift(Aap)[/?:=a] which is easily proved by induction on p (and
requires the analogous statement on \\ft\ap to be proved simultaneously). D

It is now quite easy to verify that ' is indeed an embedding of NPC into MC.
The embedding of NPI into Ml is defined analogously.
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3.4. EMBEDDING MC AND MI INTO NPF

This section is devoted to the proof of the collapse of monotone (co)inductive
types into non-interleaving positive fixed-point types. It shows the strength of
impredicative constructions.

In order to better display the construction for MC we defme an embedding into
the system NPFex which is NPF enriched with existential types. The standard
encoding of existential types in system F with essential clause

(3ap)' := V/?.(Va.p' ->/?)->/?, P £ {a} U FV(p)

(see [5] p. 86 for the encoding and [7] for a careful proof in the style of Sect. 3.1
that this indeed gives an embedding) trivially carries over to NPF (but not to NPI
or NPC because formation of \\htap and the encoding of the existential do not
commute!). Therefore, also NPFex embeds into NPF.

We define NPFex: the type system is that of NPF where instead of one unre-
stricted quantifier V we have two of them: V and 3. The term formation rules now
range over the extended type system. Moreover, we have the new term formation
rules

(3-1) If t is a term of type p[a :— r], then Caa/9)Tt is a term of type 3ap.
(3-E) If r is a term of type 3ap and s is a term of type Va.p —> a with

a £ FV(or), then rEgs is a term of type a,
This définition follows the standard natural déduction formulation of the second-
order existential quantifier but with proof terms included.

The new bèta rule is
(PB) C3aP)TtE3s h-» srt.

We now give the crucial clauses of the définition of pf for the two embeddings (all
the other clauses are homomorphic) :

(MC) (uapY := fp3-y.(Va.(p + 7 - <*) -> 7 - P?) x 7-
(Ml) (fiapY := //?V7.(Va.(a -> /3 x 7) -+ pf - . 7) -> 7.

(Of course, we choose f3 ̂  7 and /3,7 ^ {a;} U FV(p).)
Clearly, these définitions yield types of system NPFex (and even in NPF for Ml).

In both cases we have a non-strict positive dependency on p (of the type's kernel).

Example 3.9. Setting a := 1 -h ((((a —* p) —> a) —* a) —*• a), we translate jxaa:
pf is the translation of p and has FV(p') = FV(p) (see below). Our system F
encodings of 1 and + are not affected by the embedding. Therefore,

(liaa)f - //3V7.(Va.(a -> pxj) -, (l+((((a ^ p') -* a) ^ a) - , a ) ) ^ 7) - 7-

Because /? 7̂  7 and P ^ {a} U FV(p'), there is only one occurrence of (3 to look at.
We reach ƒ? by passing V7, going once to the left of —>, passing Va, going again to
the left of —> and then to the right of —> and finally to a part of x. Two times left
is non-strictly positive!
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Note that we do not get dual constructions because we cannot set

{fiap)1 := f/3^3a.({a -> f3 x 7) -> p' -> 7) -> 7

which should be compared with the slight variant of (MC) which would work:

((/3 + 7 -> a) -> 7 -> />') x 7.

This setting for (fiap)' would only classically give an isomorphic type to the pre-
viously defined (Ml) but not constructively and-much more important-there is
simply no reasonable clause for {C^apt)

f fitting to this définition.
Let us compare the définitions with those in [3] for embeddings of Systems with

positive type schemes (which are a restriction of non-interleaved positivity) instead
of arbitrary monotonicity. In our notation they read:

(NPC) (vapY := //337-(7 - p'[a := P + 7]) x 7.
(NPl) ( H ' := f^l\p'[a := P x 7] -> 7) -> 7-

We recognize that the additional quantifier for a is responsible for the positiviza-
tion and the removal of the interleaving of type variables.

For (MC) and (Ml) we have that {p[a := 0])' = pf[a := a'] and FV(p') = FV(p).
Setting r := (Va-((i/ap)' + 7 —>• a) —> 7 —> p') x 7, the crucial clauses of the

définition ofV for the embedding of MC into NPFex are:
( i / - E ) ( r E , , ) ' : = r

L,x))

The other rules are again the honiomorphic ones, and we have to prove
simultaneously with the définition that if r : p, then rf : p', FTV(r/) = FTV(r) and
FV(r') = {zCT>CT G FV(r)}.

After having proved Lemma 3.4 for this situation the main task is to verify

)f ^+ (m(vap + a

It is a calculation which is not affected by an unfortunate réduction strategy and
therefore left to the reader.

For the embedding of Ml into NPF the non-trivial clauses are
(CW)' := ^

s)' := r'Efa'[KaXv^^^'^'Xw"'
For showing that
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we need six bèta réduction steps. The usual machinery then allows to conclude
that ' in fact embeds Ml into IMPF.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have seen that the algorithmic weakness of system F w.r.t. (co)mductive
data types (only (co)iteration is modelled) is removed by adding fixed-points for
non-interleaving positive Aap. Further extensions by stipulating weak initiality or
weak finality even for interleaved use of parameters and arbitrary monotonicity
witnesses could then be encoded in a reduction-preserving way and hence did not
give additional algorithmic power.

Without any difficulty one could also combine NPI and NPC to a system of
non-interleaving positive inductive and coinductive types. Due to the absence of
interleaving this would hardly allow more than the study of hierarchical alternation
of jj, and v (which is e.g. needed for the type va.nat x a of streams of naturals).
But we may as well combine Ml and MC where we e.g. may reason by coinduction
when establishing the monotonicity of some inductive type. It is fairly obvious
that only the embeddings shown for the constituent Systems have to be merged in
order to embed the combined Systems e. g. into NP F.

The inclusion of product types into our base system F is only done for
convenience. We could also take the standard impredicative encoding in the
formulation of the bèta rule of primitive recursion.

One may also study Systems of interleaving positive inductive and coinductive
types. A concise définition of the terms lift Jap niay only be given by help of
itération/coiteration which justifies to work with Systems having both itération and
recursion (and coiteration and corecursion) as primitives (see [7] for the inductive
case). Establishing functoriality properties of those ïïfttap i& much harder and
requires at least an eta rule for (co)itération. For a proof of functoriality w.r.t.
some parametric equality theory see [1].
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